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AUTOCAD 2017

2018-06-01

descriptionthis book carries a lot of information for
you if you are starting autocad for the first time the
book is extremely simple to understand and can
enlighten you with the basics fundamentals of autocad
the main objective of this book is to make students
passionate about learning the concepts of autocad the
book is divided into two parts theoreticalpracticalthe
projects have been explained in a step by step manner
with the commands along with a lot of new features
table of contents section 1 introductionwhat is autocad
history of autocadusage of autocadwhat is new in
autocad 2017 what is workspace section 2
overviewwelcome screengui overviewmouse usedifference
between command work visual workcoordinate system with
line commandzoom and extentsregensection 3 drawing the
doorunitrectangleoffsetosnaparcmirrorjoinextendtrimsect
ion 4 grill designgridsnapplineellipsesection 5 road
riverlayersplinemlineshatchgradiantrevision
cloudmirrorblockinserttextsection 6
drawingscirclecopymovearrayexplodeextentrotatefilletali
gnbreakchamferdividemeasurescalepolygonpointsection 7
parametric constrainsgeometricdimensionalmanagesection
8 inquiry dimensionalsmart
dimensionlistangledistancevolumearearadiuslinearaligned
diameterarc lengthqleaderosnap setting geometric center

Software Testing

2008-07-08

the competence and quality of software testers are
often judged by the various testing techniques they
have mastered as the name suggests software testing
provides a self study format and is designed for
certification course review and for freshers as well as
professionals who are searching for opportunities in
the software testing field along with software testing
basics the book covers software testing techniques and
interview questions e g six sigma and cmmi which are



important from the software quality assurance sqa
perspective it also has in depth coverage of software
expense estimation topics like function points fpa and
tpa analysis a cd rom supplements the content with the
testcompletetm software testing tool setup software
estimation templates pdfs an interview rating sheet a
sample resume third party contributions and more

ARDUINO PROJECT FOR ENGINEERS

2018-05-31

learn c in 7 days with practical examples build a
foundation for c programming and boost your skills to
an advanced level about this book learn the basics of c
in 7 days works as a reference guide describing the
major features of c build easy and simple code through
real world example scenarios who this book is for the
book is for aspiring developers and absolute novices
who want to get started with the world of programming
you do not need any knowledge of c for this book what
you will learn understand and set up the net
environment code in c using the visual studio 2017 rc
preferable community edition ide define variables
syntax control flows statements and arrays etc through
examples understand the concepts of object oriented
programming using c get acquainted with attributes
collection generics and linq get your hands on class
members such as modifiers methods properties indexers
file i o exception handling and regex build a real
world application using c 7 in detail this book takes a
unique approach to teach c to absolute beginners you ll
learn the basics of the language in seven days it takes
a practical approach to explain the important concepts
that build the foundation of the c programming language
the book begins by teaching you the basic fundamentals
using real world practical examples and gets you
acquainted with c programming we cover some important
features and nuances of the language in a hands on way
helping you grasp the concepts in a fluid manner later
you ll explore the concepts of object oriented
programming oop through a real world example then we
dive into advanced level concepts such as generics and



collections and you ll get acquainted with objects and
linq towards the end you ll build an application that
covers all the concepts explained in the book by the
end of this book you will have next level skills and a
good knowledge of the fundamentals of c style and
approach fast paced guide to get you up to speed with
the language every chapter is followed by an exercise
that focuses on building something with the language
the codes of the exercises can be found on the packt
website

Learn C# in 7 days

2017-10-06

complete question bank to crack your net interview with
real time examples key features 200 dedicated questions
on mvc and angular 100 questions are given for wpf and
wcf skills 150 questions are dedicated to data access
layer technologies like ado net ef and linq questions
on uml design pattern and architecture questions covers
net interview sql server questions book also discusses
current salary trend for net and c developers so that
when you go for an interview you should know what
current market rate is and you negotiate it fairly
description book has been around 10 years in the
industry and is the number one chosen friend when a c
developer is looking for a job so do not look any
further just pick it up this book covers more than 1000
real time net interview questions ranging across 20
categories like net fundamentals oop sql server ado net
mvc6 angular jquery html 5 wpf wcf and so on the best
part of this book is the dvd which has awesome step by
step videos to learn mvc and net as soon as possible
what will you learn after reading this book you will be
able to understand net framework oops ado net you will
be able to know asp net webforms asp net mvc jquery
angular html 5 and css 3 sql server wpf who this book
is for this book is built in such a way that it is
useful for all categories such as technical or non
technical readers this book is perfect if you are a
fresher and you want to learn about net or if you are a
teacher and you want to teach what is asked during an



interview in net this book is very helpful table of
contents 1 top 50 technical and non technical questions
2 basic net framework 3 oops 4 ado net 5 asp net
webforms 6 asp net mvc model view controller 7 jquery 8
angular 9 html 5 and css 3 10 sql server 11 removing
services and wcf 12 wpf 13 linq and entity framework 14
design patterns uml estimation and project management
15 ajax 16 reports 17 threading 18 xml 19 net
interoperability 20 extra s 21 algorithms 22 learn net
and mvc about the author shivprasad koirala is a
microsoft asp net mvp self employed and mostly into
microsoft technology corporate training he is
hypnotized with training and teaching till now he has
taken more than 2000 corporate training 80 published
books written with more than 1000 articles his linkedin
profile in linkedin com in shivkoirala

Net Interview Questions

2019-11-20

learn angular beyond basic concepts best practices and
project experience key features includes real examples
and numerous illustrated use cases on how to build
dynamic and interactive web applications covers true
challenges faced by angular professionals along with
proven solutions and best practices discusses various
kinds of best practices followed in angular
applications makes you travel through a journey of 20
stations each station comes with new excitement and new
challenges covers practical examples with real time
discussions description this book is an exciting
journey where novice developers learn everything they
need to do before they start working on the angular
framework and develop dynamic web applications the book
begins with building a strong foundation on the
concepts of web application development and numerous
developer friendly terminologies that you would often
come across while learning angular it covers the
essentials of es6 webpack and typescript to write
angular applications and make the development of
angular apps more enticing innovative and scalable the
book talks about modules directives components data



binding routing and many more components and functions
each of these topics is backed with real examples and
illustrations by the end of this book you will learn
about angular s powerful features and capabilities you
will become a confident developer to design your own
modern responsive and user friendly web applications
all by yourself using this single source of knowledge
what you will learn master fundamental concepts of
angular and it s architecture witness the true
potential of angular for building composable components
become well versed with the file and folder structure
of an angular application learn to write clean simple
and error free codes like a sound professional
developer learn the essentials of es6 typescript and
webpack to write angular applications 1 who this book
is for this book is for all web developers software
programmers front end developers and entry level
developers who want to learn angular or enhance the
existing angular applications to modern and responsive
applications basic knowledge of javascript is an
advantage to begin with this book table of contents 1
introduction 2 get your basics stronger 3 es6 features
part 1 4 es6 features part 2 5 es6 features part 3 6
es6 features part 4 7 webpack 8 typescript 9 angular
the beginning 10 angular first app 11 beautify the
angular ui with bootstrap css 12 authentication 13
authentication service 14 unsubscribe 15 logout and
route guard cleanup 16 customer service 17 http service
18 token interceptor 19 multi provider 20 compile time
configuration 21 runtime configuration 22 error
handling 23 the component oriented style in action 24
angular routing 25 angular modules 26 angular pipes 27
angular directives 28 angular forms 29 angular styles
30 angular change detection 31 angular elements 32 left
over

.Net Interview Questions

2005-09-15

architect your net applications by breaking them into
really small pieces microservices using this practical
example based guide key features start your



microservices journey and get a broader perspective on
microservices development using c 7 0 with net core 2 0
build deploy and test microservices using asp net core
asp net core api and microsoft azure cloud get the
basics of reactive microservices book description the
microservices architectural style promotes the
development of complex applications as a suite of small
services based on business capabilities this book will
help you identify the appropriate service boundaries
within your business we ll start by looking at what
microservices are and their main characteristics moving
forward you will be introduced to real life application
scenarios after assessing the current issues we will
begin the journey of transforming this application by
splitting it into a suite of microservices using c 7 0
with net core 2 0 you will identify service boundaries
split the application into multiple microservices and
define service contracts you will find out how to
configure deploy and monitor microservices and
configure scaling to allow the application to quickly
adapt to increased demand in the future with an
introduction to reactive microservices you ll
strategically gain further value to keep your code base
simple focusing on what is more important rather than
on messy asynchronous calls what you will learn get
acquainted with microsoft azure service fabric compare
microservices with monolithic applications and soa
learn docker and azure api management define a service
interface and implement apis using asp net core 2 0
integrate services using a synchronous approach via
restful apis with asp net core 2 0 implement
microservices security using azure active directory
openid connect and oauth 2 0 understand the operation
and scaling of microservices in net core 2 0 understand
the key features of reactive microservices and
implement them using reactive extensions who this book
is for this book is for net core developers who want to
learn and understand the microservices architecture and
implement it in their net core applications it s ideal
for developers who are completely new to microservices
or just have a theoretical understanding of this
architectural approach and want to gain a practical
perspective in order to better manage application
complexities



A Journey to Angular Development

2021-07-13

description the best way to learn mvc is by doing a
project and this book does the same a complete mvc
project is created from scratch with all best practices
implemented professional projects are not created by
just using asp net mvc you need other ingredients like
hrml javascript jquery json webapi so on this book has
covered all the necessary supporting technologies while
making mvc project gone are those days of using ado net
to connect to database in professional project
developers use orm technologies like entity framework
this book uses ef whenever there is a need of database
communication with the book we have provided dvd which
has mvc video tutorials which will help you to kick
start mvc with great speed after every lab we have
discussed important questions around the lab this will
make you prepared for asp net mvc interviews

Building Microservices with .NET Core
2.0

2017-12-22

advance your career as an sql server developer and dba
key features cutting edge coverage from community
experts to learn t sql programming detailed explanation
of concepts and techniques for easy understanding
numerous practical demonstrations of t sql querying and
programming applications description this book will
teach you the fundamentals of sql sql server databases
and how to write queries and programs using t sql after
reading this book you will be able to create modify and
delete databases tables and indexes you can practice
querying the data and running complex analytics on it
you will also be able to add delete and modify
procedures user defined functions triggers and views
the journey of learning t sql with this book begins
with an understanding of sql and database fundamentals
you ll explore the sql server management studio ssms



used for developing and managing sql server databases
you ll then learn how to use ddl statements to create
modify and delete tables and indexes gradually you ll
be able to query in t sql using dml statements joins
and various built in functions successively you ll
learn xml and json data processing and by the time you
ll reach the end of this book you will learn to program
in sql server and various strategies to deploy your
databases and programs throughout the book you ll learn
through simple examples and straightforward
explanations diagrams and numerous real world use cases
what you will learn concise understanding of relational
databases and the sql server learn how to create
database tables and indexes using t sql learn to add
modify and delete records practice how to slice and
dice data by running smart t sql queries perform
advanced analytical analysis using various functions
discover error handling and transaction management
administer xml and json handling with t sql practice
different deployment modes for t sql objects who this
book is for if you want to know how to design develop
and maintain sql server databases and run sophisticated
t sql queries without much hassle this book is for you
readers with a basic understanding of programming would
have an advantage table of contents 1 getting started 2
tables 3 index 4 dml 5 built in functions part 1 6 join
apply and subquery 7 built in functions part 2 8
dealing with xml and json 9 variables and control flow
statements 10 temporary tables cte and merge statement
11 error handling and transaction management 12 data
conversion cross database and cross server data access
13 programmability 14 deployment

LEARN MVC IN 7 DAYS

2018-06-02

step by step guide to develop solutions using rabbitmq
message queuing with net application description this
book is meant for developers architects solution
providers consultants and engineers primarily the book
requires knowledge of c but it can also be understood
by anybody with a bit of programming background this



book contains instructions on how to set up and install
rabbitmq on windows and how to use management plugin of
rabbitmq it also discusses topics such as exchanges
types of rabbit mq exchanges and queue along with
binding in rabbitmq and creating rabbitmq users
publishing reading deleting messages using c key
features how to setup rabbitmq on windows what are
rabbitmq exchanges and its types what are queues and
bindings how to create users in rabbitmq and setting
privilege how to publish read delete messages using c
what will you learn rabbitmq its setup exchanges queues
users and binding rabbitmq virtual hosts connections
channels publishing reading delete message publish
message using c to rabbitmq using rabbitmq direct
message exchanges topic message exchanges fanout
message exchanges and headers message exchanges with
net application who this book is for this book is for
developers architects solution providers consultant and
engineers to develop solutions using rabbitmq message
and queuing with net applications table of contents 1 Ê
Ê rabbitmq introduction 2 Ê Ê rabbitmq setup 3 Ê Ê
rabbitmq exchanges 4 Ê Ê rabbitmq queues 5 Ê Ê binding
in rabbitmq 6 Ê Ê rabbitmq users 7 Ê Ê rabbitmq virtual
hosts 8 Ê Ê connections 9 Ê Ê channels 10 Ê publishing
message 11 Ê reading message 12 Ê delete message 13 Ê
publish message using c to rabbitmq 14 Ê ÊÊusing
rabbitmq direct message exchanges with net application
15 Ê ÊÊusing rabbitmq topic message exchanges with net
application 16 Ê ÊÊusing rabbitmq fanout message
exchanges with net application 17 Ê ÊÊusing rabbitmq
headers message exchanges with net application

Learn T-SQL From Scratch

2021-11-20

simple and proven techniques to quickly speed up your
asp net website

Learning Rabbit MQ with C#

2019-09-18



conventional wisdom of the software stack approach to
building applications may no longer be relevant
enterprises are pursuing new ways of organizing systems
and processes to become service oriented and event
driven leveraging existing infrastructural investments
is a critical aspect to the success of companies both
large and small enterprises have to adapt their systems
to support frequent technological changes mergers and
acquisitions furthermore in a growing global market
these systems are being called upon to be used by
external business partners technology is often
difficult costly and complex and without modern
approaches can prevent the enterprise from becoming
agile enterprise service oriented architectures helps
readers solve this challenge in making different
applications communicate in a loosely coupled manner
this classic handbook leverages the experiences of
thought leaders functioning in multiple industry
verticals and provides a wealth of knowledge for
creating the agile enterprise in this book you will
learn how to balance the delivery of immediate business
value while creating long term strategic capability
fundamental principles of a service oriented
architecture find bind and execute the four aspects of
soa production consumption management and provisioning
how to recognize critical success factors to
implementing enterprise soas architectural importance
of service registries interfaces and contracts why
improper service decomposition can hurt you later
rather than sooner how application design and
integration practices change as architects seek to
implement the agile enterprise about the authors james
mcgovern is an enterprise architect for the hartford he
is an industry thought leader and co author of the
bestselling book a practical guide to enterprise
architecture oliver sims is a recognized leader in the
architecture design and implementation of service
oriented and component based enterprise systems he was
a founding member of the omg architecture board he was
co author of the groundbreaking book business component
factory ashish jain is a principal architect with ping
identity corporation a leading provider of solutions
for identity federation prior to joining ping identity
he worked with bea systems where his role was to assist



bea customers in designing and implementing their e
business strategies using solutions based on j2ee he
holds several industry certifications from sun and bea
and is also a board member for the denver bea user
group mark little is director of standards and soa
manager for jboss inc prior to this he was chief
architect for arjuna technologies ltd and a
distinguished engineer at hewlett packard as well as
being an active member of the omg jcp oasis and w3c he
is an author on many soa and services standards he also
led the development of the world s first standards
compliant services transaction product

ASP.NET Site Performance Secrets

2010-10-13

the book is a practical reference manual for
implementing c and asp net projects the book provides a
wide ranging overview on implementing c and asp net
projects it discusses six specific projects and each
project is discussed from the points of view of the
developer the project manager and the architect of the
six projects discussed three are essentially
professional in orientation the book also guides on the
usage of microsoft application blocks and provides
model interview questions for learners to assess their
knowledge the book is accompanied by a cd which carries
complete source codes and documentation related to the
projects

Enterprise Service Oriented
Architectures

2006-07-10

the competence and quality of software testers are
often judged by the various testing techniques they
have mastered as the name suggests software testing
provides a self study format and is designed for
certification course review and for freshers as well as
professionals who are searching for opportunities in



the software testing field along with software testing
basics the book covers software testing techniques and
interview questions e g six sigma and cmmi which are
important from the software quality assurance sqa
perspective it also has in depth coverage of software
expense estimation topics like function points fpa and
tpa analysis a cd rom supplements the content with the
testcompletetm software testing tool setup software
estimation templates pdfs an interview rating sheet a
sample resume third party contributions and more

Sql Server - Interview Questions

2005-05

a série universitária foi desenvolvida pelo senac são
paulo com o intuito de preparar profissionais para o
mercado de trabalho os títulos abrangem diversas áreas
abordando desde conhecimentos teóricos e práticos
adequados às exigências profissionais até a formação
ética e sólida tecnologias e aplicações práticas de
conectividade traz uma visão geral das tecnologias
atuais focando principalmente em suas características
técnicas que permitem o funcionamento de aplicações e
dispositivos no mundo moderno nesta obra o leitor
poderá compreender como técnicas de conectividade entre
diferentes dispositivos atuam além do importante papel
da computação distribuída no funcionamento de diversas
aplicações presentes no mundo atual

C# and ASP.NET Projects

2007-12

ready reckoner for freshers intermediaries and experts
who are appearing for a sharepoint interview key
features around 400 plus interview questions from live
share point interviews full range of interview
questions right from junior share point developer to a
senior people the book covers major sections in share
points like wss parts custom controls and workflows it
explains content types and custom data types in a
seamless manner description book dedicates 10 questions



which explain how workflow is implemented step by step
in share point salary negotiations resume making and
general points to be remembered during an interview
ideal for share point professionals who are looking for
quick reference and faq also recommended for share
point interviewers who are looking for what questions
to be asked to get better and decent share point
professionals recommended for fresher and students who
want to have a feel of what kind of questions are asked
during share point interviews what will you learn
sharepoint in the software company hierarchy resume
preparation guidelines salary slip salary negotiation
interview rating sheet who this book is for this book
is for the site owners power users or administrators
who want to crack sharepoint interview though the book
is intended for sharepoint developer knowledge a little
understanding of sharepoint is required table of
contents 1 what is sharepoint 2 what is wss and moss 3
how does wss actually works 4 what is site and site
collection 5 what is the main advantage of using site
collection 6 what is the use of sql server in
sharepoint 7 what is the concept of virtual path
provider 8 what is the concept of ghosting and
unghosting in sharepoint 9 what is the concept of
safemodeparser in asp net 10 how can i create my first
site in sharepoint 11 what is quick launch menu 12 we
have heard that we can customize sharepoint sites how
do we do that 13 we have heard it has readymade
functional modules for collaboration 14 how can we
enable these reusable components in my site 15 how can
we display a simple custom page in sharepoint 16 the
above page does not look like a standard sharepoint
page 17 above code is completely inline how can we
implement behind code in sharepoint 18 what is the
concept of features in sharepoint 19 can you explain
the broader steps for deploying activating a feature 20
i want that the feature should be only displayed to
admin 21 how can we provision page template and page
instances 22 why customized pages are parsed using no
compile mode 23 what is safe mode processing and safe
controls 24 can you explain wss model 25 how can we use
custom controls in sharepoint 26 how can you view a
detail error in sharepoint 27 how can we display ascx
control in sharepoint pages 28 what are webparts and in



what ways does it vary in sharepoint environment 29
what are the different life cycle rents that webpart
goes through 30 what s the difference between webparts
in wss 2 0 and 3 0 31 can you explain the 6 steps we
need to create a webpart in sharepoint 32 how can we
implement customization and personalization in webparts
33 how can we create a custom editor for webparts 34
sharepoint is about centralizing documents how similar
is to the windows folder 35 can we add custom fields to
our document library documents 36 what are content
types in sharepoint

Software Testing

2008-07-08

if you are looking for an architecture job role then
this is the book it concentrates on technical and non
technical points to be looked out when you are looking
for architecture role we are sure this will be the only
friend during your success and failures while searching
an architecture level job this book starts with basic
architecture interview questions and the covers oop uml
design patterns soa load balancing and estimation
sections design patterns is one the most asked section
when you go for an architect position a complete
chapter with 30 patterns does full justice to this
section we have also shipped sample code for all 30
design patterns design document is one of the biggest
deliverable from a technical architect no design
document is complete with out uml diagrams and no
technical architect interview will be complete with out
uml a complete chapter on uml diagrams will upgrade you
in few hours to face any kind of uml questions soa is
of the popular section in every architect interview a
dedicated chapter on soa covering esb ws governance etc
does full justice to this section a technical architect
is not supposed to handle project management activities
in ideal world but he will always be a part of the
estimation section of the project during project
proposal nice and sweet chapter on estimation covering
function points use case points and cocomo does full
justice to the estimation section even though oop is



basic many architects fail to answer them it s
mandatory that a technical architect should be able to
answer all oop interview questions we have dedicated a
complete chapter for oop which covers the most asked
question in oop the best part of the book is other than
technical aspect it also covers points regarding salary
negotiation salary break ups according to industry
standards resume making with a sample resume interview
rating sheet salary standards and common it hr
questions for technical architects it includes sample

Software Testing - Interview
Questions

2007-09

��� programming asp net core microsoft press 2018� ����
�������� 2016�������1 0������asp net core� windows�����
��linux�macos�������������������web��������������������
�������� ���asp net core������������ asp net core������
����������������� ������ ������ ���������� ������������
����������������������

Tecnologias e aplicações práticas de
conectividade

2024-04-24

around 400 plus interview questions from live java
interviews section wise java interview question
coverage according to multinational companiesshort and
to the point answers no hitting around the bush every
question is classified in to basic intermediate and
advanced category thus providing more focus to readers
on specific category during interviews other than main
technology companies expect other areas to be strong
for example uml project management architecture
database etc other section is the most strong point of
the book which makes reader prepared for unexpected
questions interview rating excel sheet which will help
you measure exactly where you stand in the interview
measurement full range of interview questions right



from junior java developers to senior architects or
project manager cd has all the software you need to
start for practice sample resume sample code and
interview measurement sheet jdk set up 1 4 and 1 5
eclipse postgressql jboss ant struts wtp jakarta
aspectj book covers important points like salary
negotiations resume making and general points to be
remembered during interview recommended for java
interviews who area looking for what questions to be
asked to get better and decent java professionals
recommended for fresher and students who want to have a
feel of what java questions are asked in multinational
companies developers who are looking for quick
reference and faq

Project Management Interview
Questions

2008

the competence and quality of software testers are
often judged by the various testing techniques they
have mastered as the name suggests software testing
provides a self study format and is designed for
certification course review and for freshers as well as
professionals who are searching for opportunities in
the software testing field along with software testing
basics the book covers software testing techniques and
interview questions e g six sigma and cmmi which are
important from the software quality assurance sqa
perspective it also has in depth coverage of software
expense estimation topics like function points fpa and
tpa analysis a cd rom supplements the content with the
testcomplete software testing tool setup software
estimation templates pdfs an interview rating sheet a
sample resume third party contributions and more

SharePoint Interview Questions and
Answers: Get the Birds Eye View of



what is Required in SharePoint
Interviews (English Edition)

2020-01-06

deliver bug free software projects on schedule and
within budget get a clear complete understanding of how
to estimate software costs schedules and quality using
the real world information contained in this
comprehensive volume find out how to choose the correct
hardware and software tools develop an appraisal
strategy deploy tests and prototypes and produce
accurate software cost estimates plus you ll get full
coverage of cutting edge estimating approaches using
java object oriented methods and reusable components
plan for and execute project phase and activity level
cost estimations estimate regression component
integration and stress tests compensate for
inaccuracies in data collection calculation and
analysis assess software deliverables and data
complexity test design principles and operational
characteristics using software prototyping handle
configuration change research quality control and
documentation costs capers jones work offers a unique
contribution to the understanding of the economics of
software production it provides deep insights into why
our advances in computing are not matched with
corresponding improvements in the software that drives
it this book is absolutely required reading for an
understanding of the limitations of our technological
advances paul a strassmann former cio of xerox the
department of defense and nasa

Networking Interview Questions

2007-12-01

�dlj��2�� ��������������������������� �����������������
����� ������������������������� ��� �������������������
���� ��������������2������������������



Excel, Word, Powerpoint and Outlook

2009
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Software Architecture - Interview
Questions (W/Cd)

2008-08-01
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プログラミングASP.NET Core

2019-05-23
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Java/J2Ee Interview Questions

2006-11-01
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